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pta books for 12th computer science education ronnie.khan.11 y. When can we start buying the new
books for the 2020-2021 year? (??. Beginner/Intermediate/College-level books from Amazon for.
Financial Information N/A 2018/2019 PTA Annual Report - The PTA is. Our first technology question
for the year was selected by the PTA from. Parents Teacher Conferences are scheduled for March
12th and.Q: When do I use a Controller and when do I use a service? I was reading about Angular in
Pluralsight's course and I came across the following code: myApp.factory('keywordService',
function($http) { var service = {}; service.keyword = function(id) { return
$http.get('./keyword.php?id=' + id); }; return service; }); myApp.controller('keywordController',
function($scope, keywordService) { $scope.keyword = keywordService.keyword; }); The plunker is
here: I don't get what the difference is between the factory and the controller in this case. A:
Controllers are for instantiating data and delegates UI events. For example, if you want to do
something when the user enters and leaves the page, you would put a listener on an element in the
DOM that the controller listens for that event. Factories are for creating objects and manipulating
data. They can be injected into controllers. In this example the service that is created is injected into
the controller so the keywordService object is available to the controller's methods. This kind of
pattern is called service-driven development and is used for anything that doesn't fit into your view
(which is AngularJS's own view). A: As mentioned in the comments under your question, Angular
controllers are basically just pieces of code that instantiate data. Think of them as little mobile apps
that handle data passed to and from the DOM. Services are typically class files that provide the code
for something that you have to use across your app. If you have to use
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